
My Product Today Introduces Next Level
Frames: Revolutionizing Picture Hanging with
Innovative Design

WISCONSIN DELLS, WI, UNITED STATES,

March 20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Thomas Butler, a seasoned problem

solver with over four decades of

experience in the mining and road

construction industries, announces the

launch of Next Level Frames, a

groundbreaking solution to the age-old

frustration of crooked picture frames.

Hailing from a small farming town in

northern Illinois, Thomas Butler's

journey from his rural roots to the

forefront of innovation exemplifies the

quintessential American spirit of

ingenuity and perseverance. After

years of tackling challenges in various

industries, Butler found himself drawn

back to his agricultural origins, where

he continues to apply his problem-solving prowess on a daily basis.

The inspiration for Next Level Frames struck Butler during a visit to his childhood home, where

I am proud that My Product

Today was able to play a

role in Thomas Butler's

success and look forward to

a long lasting relationship.”

Ricardo Valderrama, CEO, My

Product Today

he noticed a perennial problem plaguing his mother's

cherished family photo wall — no matter how meticulously

the frames were aligned, they always ended up askew.

Determined to find a solution, Butler drew upon his wealth

of experience and expertise to devise a simple yet

ingenious fix.

Butler's innovative concept involves integrating a

lightweight reservoir into the back of each frame, filled

with water. Leveraging the principle that water always

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nextlevelframes.com


seeks its own level, Next Level Frames

ensures that pictures remain perfectly

straight and aligned, eliminating the

need for constant readjustment.

In 2021, Thomas Butler forged a

partnership with My Product Today, a

leading manufacturer dedicated to

bringing cutting-edge innovations to

market. Together, they collaborated to

refine Butler's vision and bring Next

Level Frames to life.

"Next Level Frames represents the

culmination of a lifetime spent solving

problems and seeking solutions,"

remarked Butler. "I'm thrilled to

introduce a product that not only

simplifies everyday tasks but also adds a touch of innovation to the timeless tradition of

displaying cherished memories."

With its official launch, Next Level Frames promises to revolutionize the way individuals adorn

their walls with photographs, offering a hassle-free solution that combines functionality with

elegance. Whether in homes, offices, or galleries, Next Level Frames sets a new standard for

picture-perfect presentation.

For more information about Next Level Frames and to explore the full range of products, visit

www.nextlevelframes.com.
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